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The main theme is the distribution of polynomials of given degree which split into
a product of linear factors over a finite field. The work was motivated by the following
problem on regular directed graphs. Extending a notion of Chung, Katz has defined
a regular directed graph based on the k-algebra k[X]/( f ), where k is the finite field of
order q and f a monic polynomial of degree n over k. It is shown that the diameter of
this graph is at most n#2 whenever q5B(n)"[n (n#2)!]2. This improves on the
work of Katz who gave a similar result for square-free polynomials f without
specifying B(n). ( 1998 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, attention is focused on a certain type of number-theoretical
graph and in this Introduction we concentrate on a description of our main
results in such terms. Details of the underlying theoretical problems are left
until later because of their technical nature (see, for example, Lemmas 3.1 and
5.1) but we begin with a brief overview.
Let k be the finite field of order a prime power q"pl and f a monic
polynomial in k[X] of degree n52. Denote by A"A(n, k, f ) the n-dimen-
sional k-algebra k[X]/( f ) and by A] the multiplicative group of invertible
elements ofA. For example, if f is irreducible over k, thenA is a field K and
A]"K*. More generally, A] has cardinality DA] D4qn!1; an exact
evaluation is given in Section 2. We let m be the image of X inA and denote
by d(A) the least positive integer d such that for every a3A] there exists an
integer d
0
with 14d
0
4d and a
1
, 2 , adÒ
in k such that a"<dÒ
i/1
(m#a
i
). If
no such d exists, set d (A)"R. Our aim is to prove lower and upper bounds
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POLYNOMIAL FACTORISATION 317for d(A) under appropriate conditions, thereby strengthening and extending
results of Katz [16].
The connection with polynomial factorisation is that, if m5n, then a suffi-
cient condition for d(A)4m to hold is the following. Given an arbitrary
polynomial g(X)3k[X] co-prime to f, there exists a monic polynomial
g
1
(X)3k[X] of degree (at most) m with g
1
,g (mod f ) that splits completely
as a product of linear factors over k. To derive an upper bound d(A)4m,
where, for example, m"n#2, we are led to consider the following pro-
gramme.
Let F
v
(X)"f
0
(X)#vf
1
(X), where f
0
and f
1
are co-prime polynomials in
k[X] of degrees m and n, respectively (m’n) and v is an indeterminate. (In
the application f
1
"f.) Obtain a sufficient, but not too restrictive, condition
under which the Galois group of F
v
over kM (v) (denoted GM (F
v
)), where kM is the
algebraic closure of k, as a permutation group on the roots of F
v
, is the full
symmetric groups S
m
. An answer is given by Lemma 3.1. Next, granted that
GM (F
v
)"S
m
, use Weil’s theorem to obtain a lower bound for the number M of
b in k for which Fb splits into a product of linear factors over k of the form
M’(q!2g
L
Jq)/m!, where g
L
denotes the genus of the splitting field ‚ of
F
v
over k (v), and deduce that M is positive for sufficiently large q. Then find
a good upper bound for g
L
(valid even when not all ramification is ‘‘tame’’).
A suitable answer is given in Lemma 4.1 and this leads to Lemma 5.1, which is
an explicit result about when M is positive. Finally, show that, given a poly-
nomial g as in the previous paragraph, the above can be applied to a suitable
f
0
dependent on g. This is accomplished in Section 6.
We proceed to a description of the graph-theoretical question as it arises in
the literature and to our results on this theme. GivenA(n, k, f ) as above, form
the directed graph G"G(A) whose vertices are the elements of A] and in
which there is a directed edge aPb if and only if b/a"m#a for some a3k.
Thus G(A) is (q!N) -regular, where N is the number of distinct zeros of f in
k and so 04N4min(n, q). (Of course, if N"q, there are no edges).
Suppose that for a given n, k, and f, G(A) is connected. Then evidently
d(A) yields the diameter of G. On the other hand, if G is not connected,
then d(A)"R. Our aim is to find d (A) (or tight bounds for d (A))
for q sufficiently large in a wholly explicit sense. Thereby we shall improve,
extend, and make more precise upper bounds of Chung [4] and Katz [16]
for d (A), and show that generally d (A) is small. Before discussing these,
however, it is appropriate to mention that one can establish, by elementary
means, lower bounds for d(A) having the following flavour (see
Section 2).
THEOREM 1.1. (i) Except when qn46, we have
d (A)5n#1. (1.1)
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d (A)5n#2, (n#1)24q42
3
(n#1)!. (1.2)
(iii) For every n56 and every field k of order in the range indicated,
d (A)5n#3, (n#2)24q4J(2(n#2)!/3). (1.3)
(iv) For every even n (52) and field k of odd order q with
(n#1, q(q#1))"1, we have d(A)5n#2 whenever A"A(n, k, f ) with
f (X)" 1
n#1
n@2
+
i/0
A
n#1
2i Ba(n@2)~1X2i,
and a an arbitrary non-square in k.
Theorem 1.1(iv) was developed from an example suggested by a referee. Its
significance is that, no matter how large the cardinality of k is (as a function of
n), there are examples in which the inequality (1.1) is strict.
The graphs G(A(n, k, f )) were introduced by Chung [4] in the important
special case when f is irreducible over k. In this situationA"K, a field, K/k
is a field extension of degree n with K"k (m), f (m)"0, DK*D"qn!1 and G is
q-regular. Here, trivially, d (A)5n#1 (except when q"n"2). Chung pro-
ved the following results in this case (see also Theorems 8.3 and 8.4 of [18]).
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that f is irreducible of degree n (52) over k. „hen,
provided q’(n!1)2, G(A(n, k, f )) is connected. Moreover, there is an explicit
constant A(n) such that, if q5A(n), then d (A)42n#1.
We remark that, in Theorem 1.2, it follows from [4] or [18] that one can
take for A(n) a number of the form ncn (c’0). Even in the more general
situation when f is ‘‘etale’’ of degree n (i.e., has n distinct zeros in a splitting
field), Katz [16] showed that for large q (unfortunately, not explicitly),
d(A)4n#2, and thus the diameter is generally closer to the minimal value
(1.1) than is suggested by Theorem 1.2. His conclusion is as follows.
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that f is etale of degree n (52) over k. „hen there is
an (inexplicit) constant B(n) such that, if q5B (n), then d (A)4n#2.
Some significant aspects of Theorem 1.3 were unable to be resolved by
Katz and were left by him as open questions. Two of these we answer now.
Does the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 remain valid for an arbitrary polynomial
f of degree n over k? The answer is ‘‘yes’’ (although, when the characteristic
p is 2, we exclude throughout polynomials f of the form f"f K 2 and, eventually,
those satisfying a related technical condition we call condition (R), see below).
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given and how small this function can be. Again, we can answer the first part
affirmatively. We show that, when n56, we may select
B (n)"M(n!1) (n#2)!#4N24[n(n#2)!]2. (1.4)
Indeed, when f (X)"Xn (with pP n), a case singled out by Katz as being of
special interest (because A] is the product of k* with a group of truncated
Witt vectors), we can virtually halve the value of B (n). Note that, from (1.3),
there is necessarily some dependence by B(n) on a power of (n#2)! so that
(1.4) (and similar estimates) yield at least the right order for log B (n).
Before stating our main result we describe ‘‘condition (R)’’ that we have
to impose when the characteristic p"2. It is related to the exclusion fOf K 2
but not implied by it. Consider a polynomial over k of the form R2
2
H
where H"Ru
2
Q(R
1
/R
2
), with Q a polynomial in k[X2] of (even) degree u
(thus Q"QK 2) and R
1
, R
2
co-prime polynomials in k with deg R
1
"
deg R
2
#152. (Such a polynomial is already excluded by the restriction
fOf K 2.) But now, let h be a square-free divisor polynomial of H whose roots in
a splitting field (necessarily not roots of R
2
) yield distinct values of the
rational function R"R
1
/R
2
. We say that f satisfies condition (R) if f is not of
the form R2
2
H/h. In particular, if the multiplicity of every root of f is odd, i.e., if
f is tame, it automatically satisfies condition (R) (because of the presence of
the factor R2
2
).
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that f has degree n (52) over k and that, if p"2,
then fOf K 2 and satisfies condition (R). Define B(n) by
B (n)"G
[(n!1) (n#2)!#4]2, if n56,
[(n!1) (n#2)!#6]2, if 24n45, H (1.5)
4[n(n#2)!]2. (1.6)
„hen d (A)4n#2 provided q5B (n). Indeed, if f (X)"Xn with pP n, then
d(A)4n#2 provided q5B* (n), where
B*(n)"1
2
[n(n#2)!#2]2. (1.7)
Another obvious question (distilled from [16]) is whether generally
d(A)"n#1, at least for large n. In fact, there is a difficulty (apparently
small) in the proof of Theorem 1.4 which prevents such an extension being at
all clear. Indeed, by Theorem 1.1(iv) an assertion that d(A)"n#1 for large
q and n is, in full generality, false. Nevertheless, there are classes of poly-
nomials f of degree n for which d (A)"n#1 provided q exceeds an explicit
320 STEPHEN D. COHENconstant C(n) (although the form of f precludes A being a field in these
examples).
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that either f is etale and the product of n (distinct)
linear factors over k or n (54)I2 (mod3) and f (X)"X2f *(x), where f * is an
irreducible polynomial of degree n!2 over k. „hen, provided q5C(n), where
C (n)"[(n!2) (n#1)!#4]2, (1.8)
d(A)"n#1, exactly.
We deduce Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 immediately from the following (slightly
stronger) results which relate to decomposition as products of a precise
number of distinct linear factors.
THEOREM 1.6. Suppose that f has degree n (52) over k (and that if p"2,
then fOf K 2 and condition (R) holds). Suppose also that q5B (n) as defined by
(1.5). „hen every member a of A] can be expressed as a product
a"n`2<
i/1
(m#a
i
), (1.9)
where a
1
,2 , an`2 are distinct members of k. Indeed, if f (X)"Xn(pP n), it
suffices that q5B*(n) as defined by (1.7).
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose that either f is the product of n (52) distinct linear
factors over k or n (54)I2 (mod3) and f (X)"X2f *(X), where f * is irredu-
cible of degree n!2 over k. Suppose also that q5C(n), where C(n) is given by
(1.8). „hen every member a of A] can be expressed as a product
a"n`1<
i/1
(m#a
i
), (1.10)
where a
1
,2 , an`1 are distinct members of k.
We comment that for the purpose of deriving Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 from
Theorems 1.6 and 1.7, respectively, no account need be taken that the
elements a
1
,2 in (1.9) and (1.10) are distinct. We also note that in [16] Katz
considered a graph G
1
(A) also with vertices A] (and subgraph G(A)) such
that aPb is joined whenever b/a"b (m#a) for some a3k, b3k*: thus
G
1
is (q!1)(q!N)-regular. One can formulate and prove results on its
diameter d
1
(A) which tend to yield for d
1
(A) a value one less than
the corresponding value for d (A): for example, in place of Theorem 1.5, we
obtain d
1
(A)4n#1 for (explicitly) large values of q (although the device we
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the details to the reader.
Intermediate between the situation of Theorem 1.3 (wherein f is square-
free) and that of Theorem 1.4 (wherein f is arbitrary) has been the considera-
tion of ‘‘tame’’ and ‘‘fairly tame’’ polynomials. A tame polynomial f over k is
one for which the multiplicity of every irreducible factor over k (or, equiva-
lently, of any root in a splitting field) is indivisible by p. A fairly tame
polynomial is one for which these multiplicities are indivisible by p2. In
particular, a tame polynomial is fairly tame. To obtain an estimate for B (n) of
the quality of (1.5) and a result that is valid for general f, the genus bound used
in the application of Weil’s theorem (Lemma 5.1) has to be established when
f is non-tame and, indeed, when other non-tame ramification could be
involved. (See Section 4 for a fuller explanation of the relevant terms.)
Similarly, the effort in proving that the monodromy group GM (F
v
) is the
symmetric group is greater in such circumstances. In a previous version of
this paper (distributed as a preprint), the focus was on fairly tame poly-
nomials and ramification and, with some effort, it was demonstrated that
attention may be concentrated on fairly tame ramification whenever f itself is
fairly tame. Subsequently, at the Oberwolfach Finite Fields meeting in
January 1997, Lenstra and Zieve drew my attention to a useful but little-
known formula for the ‘‘different’’ (Lemma 4.7) whereby the key genus bound
(Lemma 4.1) may be generally established, thereby opening the way to the
improved results now expressed in Theorems 1.4—1.7 and eliminating the
necessity for any special consideration of ‘‘fairly tameness.’’
This leads us to survey briefly the method of proof. In his proof of Theorem
1.3, Katz [16] used Galois theory and an application of the Lang—Weil
theorem. He was obviously unaware of relevant papers of mine such as [5]
and [6]. In particular, Theorem 1.3 for odd prime powers q follows from the
work of [6] which uses the original theorem of Weil [19]. To prove Theorem
1.6 for q odd and f tame we could generalise the concept of a Morse function
(see [17, Chapter 5]) and refine [5] to yield the estimate (1.5) for B (n).
Nevertheless this does not suffice more generally (particularly when p"2)
and therefore, although some of the material emanates from [5], we give an
independent treatment here. A key feature is the recognition that the asso-
ciated ‘‘monodromy group’’ (see Section 3) is usually a primitive permutation
group. This permits an alternative criterion to that associated with a Morse
function to be used, namely Lemma 3.1.
We comment finally on two further papers of the author that have already
appeared. The paper [8] is a preliminary survey of results like Theorem 1.4
and, at that stage, details of the genus bound in the non-tame case were
lacking. Next, the motivation which has driven the investigation of non-tame
ramification is an estimate [9] for the length of a binary (characteristic 2)
primitive BCH code with minimal covering radius that is a significant
322 STEPHEN D. COHENimprovement on those derived by other methods and for which the genus
bound is crucial. In [9] care was taken (through choice of available para-
meters) to ensure that all relevant ramification may be assumed to be fairly
tame even though it is certainly not all tame. It was based on the earlier
version of this paper with its more stringent requirements. The fact that
Lemma 4.1 is more generally true means that some of the work of [9] is
superfluous. Specifically, condition (d) in Lemma 3.1 does not have to be
enforced. Indeed, as in the present paper, the notion of ‘‘fairly tameness’’ is
not necessary in [9]. Nevertheless, we retain some references to the concept
here in order to maintain the coherence of [9]. Note that a previous version
of the present article is the one referenced as [3] in [9].
2. ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATIONS
We survey some of the elementary aspects referred to in the Introduction.
No attempt is made to be comprehensive.
Let f be a monic polynomial of degree n (52) over k. The qn elements of
A"k[X]/( f ) can be represented uniquely in the form h (m), where h(X)
is a polynomial, not necessarily monic, of degree4n!1 over k. Setting
g(X)"f (X)#h (X) we can represent each member of A as a unique monic
polynomial g (m) of degree n. In particular, a"g(m)3A] if and only if f and
g are co-prime, i.e., ( f, g)"1. Thus
DA] D"/ ( f ),
where / is Euler’s function on k[X], i.e., the number of monic polynomials of
degree n prime to f. Write
f"PeÇ1 2Pess (2.1)
for the prime decomposition of f over k. From [2], / is multiplicative and
/ ( f )" s<
i/1
DP
i
De
i
~1(DP
i
D!1),
where DPD"q$%'P. Suppose that f has N zeros in k, corresponding, when
N51, to P
1
,2, P
N
in (2.1). Then, trivially,
/ ( f )" (q!1)N s<
i/N`1
(DP
i
D!1) s<
i/1
DP
i
De
i
~1
5(q!1)N(q2!1)(n~N)@2. (2.2)
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represented as a product of at most m (not necessarily distinct) elements of the
form m#a (a3k). Here, in fact, we can assume !a is not a root of f. Such an
upper bound is the total number of products of at most m linear polynomials
X#a (a3k, f (!a)O0) which, by [10, p. 15, Theorem D], is exactly
(q~N`m
m
). Accordingly, if d(A)4m, then
A
q!N#m
m B5/ ( f )5(q!1)N(q2!1)(n~N)@2 (2.3)
by (2.2).
It can quickly be verified that if q, m are such that (2.3) is false for N"0,
then it is also false for larger values of N. We concentrate therefore on the
constraints laid down when N"0.
Specifically, suppose d (A)4n. Then, from (2.3),
A
q#n
n B5(q2!1)n@2, (2.4)
which implies q"2, n46; q"3, n43; or q"4, n"2. It is routine to
examine these few cases and conclude that it is possible for d (A)"n!1
only when q"2, n43 (with, for example, f (X)"X2, X2#X#1 or
X(X2#X#1)). Similarly, if d (A)"n, then q"2, n"3 and f (X)"X3,
say, or q"3, n"2 and f is an irreducible quadratic. Otherwise d (A)5
n#1. This establishes (1.1).
To examine the possibilities that d(A)"n#1 or n#2 note the following
simple lemma, proved by induction on m.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that q, m are positive integers with q5m2. „hen
(q#1)2(q#m)4qm~1(q#m2).
We now prove (1.2). Suppose n54 and q is in the indicated range but
d(A)"n#1. Then q5 (n#1)2 and, by (2.3) and Lemma 2.1 with m"n#1,
q#(n#1)25(n#1)!A1!
n
2q2 B’78 (n#1)!.
Further
(n#1)2"n#1
n!
(n#1)!4 5
24
(n#1)!,
which means that q’2
3
(n#1)!, a contradiction.
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d(A)"n#2. Then q5(n#2)2 and, by (2.3) and Lemma 2.1 with m"n#2,
q(q#(n#2)2)5(n#2)!A1!
n
2q2 B5(n#2)!A1!
1
2n B ,
a quadratic inequality which contradicts the fact that q242
3
(n#2)! , n56.
For this, when n"6 it is also useful to observe that if q(163, then q4161,
since q is a prime power.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, we justify part (iv) by a different
type of argument to the above. As described, suppose (n#1, q (q#1))"1
(with n even and q odd) and let
f (X)" 1
n#1
n@2
+
i /0
A
n#1
2i Ba(n@2)~1X2i
" 1
2(n#1)a M(X#a)
n`1!(X!a)n`1N,
where a is non-square in k and a (in the quadratic extension of k) is such that
a2"a. Define g (X) in k[X] by
g(X)" 1
n#1
n@2
+
i /0
A
n#1
2i BaiXn`1~2i
" 1
2(n#1) M(X#a)n`1#(X!a)n`1N.
Then, f and g are polynomials in k[X] of degrees n and n#1, respectively,
with f monic, and, from Section 1, it suffices to show that for no b in k is
F
b
(X) :"g (X)#bf (X) a product of linear factors in k. But, under the given
conditions, the rational function f/g (called a Re´dei function) is a ‘‘permuta-
tion function’’ of k and so F
b
has exactly one root in k for every b in k.
Moreover, since a N k, it is evident that F
b
is not of the form
(X#c)n`1/(n#1) for any b in k. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
In keeping with the rest of this section, the argument just given can be
modified to apply under less restrictive conditions.
3. GALOIS GROUPS
We consider particularly the context of Theorem 1.6 but go on to discuss
general criteria which will also be useful for Theorem 1.7.
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f (X) N k[X2], or, equivalently, fOf K 2 for any polynomial f K. (Condition (R) is
imposed only for the last step in Section 6.) As shown in [16, equation (***)],
(1.10) holds for all a in A] if and only if for all monic polynomials
g(X)3k[x] of degree n#2 and co-prime to f, there exist u, v3k and distinct
a
1
,2, a
n`2
3k such that
g (X)#(uX#v) f (X)"n`2<
i/1
(X#a
i
). (3.1)
Accordingly, we suppose that g is an arbitrary monic polynomial of degree
n#2 co-prime with f. Without loss we can (and do) assume f is monic too.
Let kM be an algebraic closure of k. In Theorem 3 of [16] it was shown that
Gal(F, kM (u, v)), the Galois group of F (X)"g(X)#(uX#v) f (X) over kM (u, v)
(where u, v are algebraically independent indeterminates), is the full symmet-
ric group S
n`2
(acting on the zeros of F). Actually, this fact is also evident
from the method of [6] at least when f is tame; the group is doubly transitive
by the ideas of Lemma 4 of [6] and contains a transposition (even when
p"2); see Lemma 3.1(b). We shall not pursue this precise approach here
(with u, v both indeterminates). Rather we shall proceed more on the principle
of [5] and show that, for most values of u in k, Gal(F, kM (v))"S
n`2
(with
v alone indeterminate). Because, for given u in k, factorisations of the form
(3.1) account for most of the first degree prime ideals in the splitting field ‚M of
F over k (v), Weil’s estimate [20] for the latter leads to our result.
We remark that the salient precondition for a valid application of Weil’s
theorem is that
Gal(F, k (v))"Gal(F, kM (v));
it is immaterial whether or not the common group is S
n`2
. At the time of
submission of this paper I knew of no way to guarantee that, for arbitrary g,
this holds for some u3k, except to establish Gal(F, (kM (v))"S
n`2
and this
procedure is the one that we principally use. Nevertheless, as was pointed out
by a referee, there is another circumstance which guarantees that the Galois
groups over k (v) and kM (v) are the same, and this can be used when, for
example, f itself is the product of distinct linear factors over k. See Lemma 3.4
and Theorems 1.5 and 1.7.
Before stating our criteria we introduce some terminology. A rational
function S (X) in K(X) (K a field) is said to be indecomposable over K if
S"Q(R), where Q(X), R(X)3K(X), only if either Q or R is a linear fractional
transformation. Further, a polynomial H(X) in K[X] that is not square-free
yet has the form H (X)"(X!a)2H
0
(X), where a3K and H
0
is square-free
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0
(a)O0, will be called simple. Throughout, we shall also assume that
f
0
and f
1
are monic relatively prime polynomials in k[X] with f
0
/f
1
N k (Xp)
satisfying
24n"deg f
1
(deg f
0
"m, m53, (3.2)
and write F
v
(X)"f
0
(X)#vf
1
(X). In particular, in the application to (3.1), for
a given u3k, F
v
is what was denoted above by F with f
0
(X)"g (X)#uXf (X)
and f
1
(X)"f (X). The convention (3.2) simply ensures that all ‘‘infinite’’
ramification in the splitting field ‚ of F
v
over k (v) relates to f
1
and the value of
m!n. Here is the result—we go on to discuss it and complete its justification
in Section 4.
LEMMA 3.1. ‚et f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials in k[X]
satisfying (3.2). Suppose that f
0
/ f
1
is indecomposable over k. Suppose also that
one of the following (a)—(c) holds.
(a) Fb is simple for some b in the algebraic closure kM ;
(b) m"n#2 and f
1
is tame with all its irreducible factors having odd
multiplicity;
(c) m"n#1 and f
1
is simple.
„hen GM "(GM (F
v
)), the Galois group of F
v
over kM (v), v an indeterminate, is S
m
.
Note that, although the conclusions of Lemma 3.1 relate to the Galois
group over kM (v), the indecomposability assumption concerns k and is weaker
than the corresponding assumption over kM . For Theorem 1.6 this is imma-
terial but, for Theorem 1.7, the difference is vital.
We continue this section by expressing the conditions of Lemma 3.1 group
theoretically, although the full proof (as regards (a), (b), (c)) emerges from
a study of ramification and this is the topic of the next section. First, as is
shown to be a simple consequence of Lu¨roth’s theorem in [12] or [7] (proof
of Lemma 3.1), we give the group-theoretical equivalent of indecomposability.
LEMMA 3.2. ‚et f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials in K[X] (K
a field). Suppose that f
0
/f
1
is indecomposable over K. „hen the Galois group of
F
v
over K(v) (v an indeterminate) is a primitive permutation group on the roots
of f
v
.
We now deduce Lemma 3.1 from the following result which will be
established in Section 4.
LEMMA 3.3. ‚et f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials satisfying (3.2)
and suppose that one of (a), (b), (c) holds. „hen GM contains a transposition.
Proof of ‚emma 3.1. Let N be the subgroup of GM ("GM (F
v
), the Galois
group of F
v
over k(v)) that is generated by transpositions. Then N is non-
trivial (by Lemma 3.3) and is clearly a normal subgroup even of G"G(F
v
).
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and so, by Lemma 3.2, N is a transitive group generated by transpositions.
Hence it is S
m
[17, Lemma 5.12]. Since N-GM , it follows that S
m
"N"
GM "G. This completes the proof.
We complete this section by stating a result having some similarities in
shape to Lemma 3.1 and giving alternative conditions under which GM "G
(though this group is not necessarily S
m
).
LEMMA 3.4. ‚et f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials in k[X]
satisfying (3.2). Suppose that one of (a), (b) holds.
(a) F
b
factorises as a product of m distinct linear factors over k for some b
in k.
(b) m"n#1 and f
1
is a product of n distinct linear factors over k.
„hen GM "G.
See Section 4 for a comment on the proof of Lemma 3.4.
4. RAMIFICATION AND GENUS
As in Section 3, let f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials in k[X]
satisfying (3.2) and set F
v
"f
0
#vf
1
. We shall assume that the rational
function F"f
0
/f
1
is separable, i.e., FOFK p (or, equivalently, F (X) N k[Xp]).
‚ and ‚M denote, respectively, the splitting fields of F
v
over k (v) and kM (v), with
v an indeterminate, and x(3‚) a root of F
v
. The corresponding Galois groups
are G ("G(F
v
)) and GM ("GM (F
v
)). Most of the time we are able to work in
‚M /kM (v) with its algebraically closed constant field kM . We employ divisor theory
in this extension (for which a good reference is [19]).
Let the prime divisors (places) of kM (v) comprise the ‘‘finite’’ ones Pb (b3kM ),
corresponding to the (v!b)-adic valuations of kM (v), and the ‘‘infinite’’
one P
=
corresponding to the (1/v)-adic valuation. Together they comprise
Ph, h3kK "kM XMRN. Of course, kM (v, x)"kM (x), the field of rational functions in
x, and the fact that the latter has genus zero (in contrast to the typical
situation for function fields of curves) permits us a crucial measure of control.
Now, of course, [kM (x) : kM (v)]"m and the prime divisors of kM (x) can likewise
be denoted by ph, h3kM where pc , c3kM , is associated with (x!c)-adic valu-
ation of kM (x), and p
=
with the (1/x)-adic valuation. Then the factorisation of
the Ph, h3kK , in terms of the ph (h3kK ) is rather obvious, as we now see (see
also [1]).
Suppose, for b3kM , we have the factorisation over kM ,
Fb(X)"
r
<
i/1
(X!c
i
)e
i
, e
i
(b)51, 14i4r (b), (4.1)
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i
"e
i
(b) are integers, the c
i
"c
i
(b), 14i4r, are distinct
members of kM , and, of course,
r(b)
+
i/ 1
e
i
(b)"m. (4.2)
Let …c (c3kM ) be the additive (x!c)-adic valuation on kM (x). From (4.1), with
e
i
"e
i
(b), etc.,
e
i
"…ci (Fb (x))"…ci((v!b) f1(x))"…c
i
(v!b).
This with (4.2) yields
Pb"
r(b)
<
i/1
pe
ic
i
, b3kM . (4.3)
Similarly, suppose n51 and that in kM ,
f
1
(X)"r(=)~1<
i/1
(X!c
i
)e
i
, e
i
(R)51, 14i4r (R)!1, (4.4)
with c
i
"c
i
(R) (and (4.4) regarded as an empty product and r (R)"1 if
n"0).
Further, with r"r (R), define e
r
(R)"m!n. From (4.1) and (4.3) applied
to cv(X!d)m[F
1@v
(1/(X!d)]"f *
0
(X)#vf *
1
(X), where f
0
(d)"0, c"1/f
1
(d),
f *
i
(X)"(X!d)mf
1~i
(1/(X!d)) (so that (3.2) is valid for f *
0
, f *
1
, too), we
deduce that
P
=
"r(=)<
i/1
pe
ic
i
, (4.5)
where pc
r
"p
=
(r"r(R)); in particular, the prime divisors, pc
i
, 14i4r (R),
are the infinite prime divisors of k (x), i.e., those lying over P
=
.
From the above, Ph (h3kM ) is ramified in kM (x) (and so in ‚M ) if and only if
e
i
(h)52 for some i4r(h). Thus, if b3kM , Pb ramifies if and only if Fb is not
square-free. Similarly, P
=
ramifies if and only if m5n#2 or f
1
is not
square-free. In line with the terminology for polynomials, we shall say that
Ph is simply ramified if ei (h)"2 for precisely one i4r(h) and ej (h)"1 for
jOi. Thus, if b3kM , Pb is simply ramified if and only if Fb is simple. Of course,
Ph is tamely ramified in kM (x) (and so in ‚M ) if and only if p P e12er , and so if
and only if Fb is tame (when h"b3kM ) and if and only if f1 is tame and
pP m!n (when h"R). We define Ph to be fairly tamely ramified if p2P ei(h)
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and only if f
1
is fairly tame and p2 Pm!n (when h"R). (We are not
claiming here that the ramification index of a prime divisor P of ‚M lying over
a fairly tame Ph must fail to be divisible by p2.) Note that, when m"n#2
(the situation of Theorem 1.6), if p"2, P
=
is fairly tame (but not tame) even
when f
1
is tame and this is why non-tame ramification (fairly tame or worse) is
involved in every case (in characteristic 2).
Now, for h3kK , let P be a prime divisor of ‚M lying over Ph. Then we have the
tower of fields
(kM (v)-) Z-„-S-‚M („"„(P/Ph), S"S(P/Ph)), (4.6)
where Z is the decomposition field (of P), „ the inertia field, and S the first
ramification field, namely the largest subfield of ‚M containing „ in which the
prime divisor PWS is tamely ramified over Ph. Write GZ for Gal(‚M /Z), etc.
Then G
T
is a normal subgroup (the inertia group) of G
Z
(-GM (F
v
)) and
G
S
a normal subgroup of G
T
that is a p-group with G
T
/G
S
cyclic of order
prime to p [19, Theorems III 9.2, III. 8.6]. Thus S/„ is a cyclic extension.
Moreover, the ramification index eh of P/Ph is just the order of the inertia
group G
T
. Later we shall write I
0
"I(P/Ph) for GT and I1 for GS.
Let ‚M P be the completion of ‚M with respect to the valuation of …P asso-
ciated with P. Then, completion of the fields of (4.6) with respect to the
unique valuation which extends to …P yields a corresponding tower
kM h(v)"Z@-„@-S@-‚M P , (4.7)
where kM h(v) is the completion of k (v) with respect to the appropriate valuation
(i.e., the (v!b)-adic if h"b3kM , and the (1/v)-adic if h"R) and correspond-
ing Galois groups associated with the towers (4.6) and (4.7) are isomorphic;
for example,
G
T
:Gal(‚M P/„@). (4.8)
We shall, in fact, work chiefly with (4.6) rather than (4.7) because (4.8), for
example, is an isomorphism of the groups as permutation groups on the roots
of F
v
, but initially (4.7) is helpful in identifying Gal(‚M P/„@) (and so GT) as such
a permutation group.
Let Ph (h3kK ) be a specific ramified prime divisor in kM (v). By Hensel’s lemma
applied to (4.1) or (4.4), as appropriate, over kM h(v), Fv factorises as a product of
co-prime polynomials
F
v
(X)"H
1
(X)2H
r
(X), r"r (h), (4.9)
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i
"e
i
, i"1,2, r. Indeed, since the degrees of the irreducible
factors of F
v
over kM h(v) correspond with the ramification indices of the prime
divisors of kM (x) lying over Ph [1, Lemma 1; 3, p. 58], we deduce from (4.3) or
(4.5) that, in (4.9), H
i
is irreducible of degree e
i
over kM (v)"Z@. In fact, H
i
is
an irreducible polynomial of degree e
i
over kM h (v) so that kM h (v, c*i ) (with
H
i
(c*
i
)"0) is a totally ramified extension of kM h of degree ei, whereas „@/Z@ is
unramified. Hence H
i
remains irreducible over „@. From (4.8) there is a fac-
torisation of F
v
into irreducible polynomials over „ of corresponding degrees
analogous to (4.9) and we continue with the same notation but work in (4.6),
i.e., in ‚M .
From the above G
T
has orbits of size e
1
,2, er as a permutation group on
the roots of F
v
. Suppose Ph is tamely ramified. Then, as noted already, GT is
cyclic and, indeed, a generator must have a cycle pattern that is a product of
(disjoint) cycles of lengths e
1
,2, er. For example, if Ph is simply ramified and
p’2, then G
T
is generated by a transposition. More generally, if e
1
(say)
"2, e
2
,2, er are odd, d"e2 er , and p is a generator of GT, then pd is
a transposition. Consequently, if p’2 and any of (a), (b), or (c) of Lemma 3.1
holds, then G
T
(and so GM ( f )) contains a transposition. This establishes
Lemma 3.3 (and so Lemma 3.1) in odd characteristic.
We next suppose Ph is fairly tamely (but not tamely) ramified. Since GS is
a (non-trivial) normal subgroup of G
T
that is a p-group, it follows that if pP e
i
(i4r), then H
i
splits completely in S, whereas if e
i
"pc
i
(pP c
i
), say, then
H
i
splits over S as a product of c
i
irreducible factors of degree p, i.e.,
H
i
"h
i1
2h
ic
i
, deg h
ij
"p, j4c
i
. (4.10)
Then the splitting field of h
ij
( j4c
i
) over S must be a cyclic extension of
S of degree p (which may be different for different j).
With Lemma 3.3 for p"2 in view, we consider a special case of the above.
suppose p"2, e
1
"2 and e
2
,2, er are odd. Then, by the above, H1 is an
irreducible quadratic over S whereas H
2
,2, Hr split completely over S.
Hence G
S
is generated by a transposition and this completes the proof of
Lemma 3.3.
To complete the discussion of the results of Section 3, in regard to Lemma
3.4, we consider the appropriate (unramified) prime of k(v) (which in case (b) is
the prime at infinity). It splits completely into (distinct) first degree primes in
k(x) which can only occur if k is closed in ‚. This yields the result.
We proceed to the main result of this section which is the following bound
for the genus of ‚.
LEMMA 4.1. ‚et f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials in k[X] satisfy-
ing (3.2) and let N"[‚M : kM (v)]. „hen the genus g of ‚ satisfies
2g4(m!3) N#2. (4.11)
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applicable) standard one [19, Proposition III.10.5], namely
2g4(N!1) (N!2)"(N!3) N#2.
(ii) By [19, Theorem III.6.3(b)], g is also the genus of ‚M (over kM ). So we
need only consider the latter extension and write k for kM and ‚ for ‚M . In
particular, (temporarily) k is algebraically closed.
Lemma 4.1 can be recast. Let d"d
L@k(v)
be the degree of the relative
different from ‚ to k(v). Since k (x) has genus 0, the Hurwitz genus formula
[19, III.4.12] takes precisely the form
2g!2"!2N#d. (4.12)
Lemma 4.1 is therefore equivalent to the following.
LEMMA 4.2. ”nder the assumptions of ‚emma 4.1,
d
L@k(v)
4(m!1) N. (4.13)
To prove Lemma 4.2, we return to the chain (4.6) and related groups. From
[19, III.8] we have
d
L@k(v)
"+
h|kª
+
P DPh
d (P/Ph), (4.14)
where d (P/Ph) is the different exponent of P over Ph"PWk (v). In fact, for
a given P and intermediate fields (k(v)-) E
1
-E
2
(-‚) it is convenient to
write d (E
2
/E
1
) for d (PWE
2
/PWE
1
), in which case d (P/Ph) becomes d (‚/k(v)),
which is evidently the same as d(‚/„) since ramification is involved in the
calculation of a different and so d(„/k (v)"0.
LEMMA 4.3. If „(P/Ph)-E1-E2-‚, then PWE1 is totally ramified in
E
2
with ramification index [E
2
: E
1
].
The next result follows from [19, III.4.11] and Lemma 4.3.
LEMMA 4.4. If „ (P/Ph) -E1-E2-E3-‚, then
d(E
3
/E
1
)"d(E
3
/E
2
)#[E
3
: E
2
]d(E
2
/E
1
).
Next, recall (4.9). For h3kK , over kh(v), the (v!h)-adic completion of k(v),
F
v
(X)"H
1
(X)2H
r
(X), r"r(h),
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j
is irreducible of degree e
j
. H
j
is associated with a place p
j
of k (x)
lying over Ph with ramification index ej , and if PWk(x)"pj , then there
is a factorisation like (4.9) for Fh over „(P/Ph) in which Hj remains irredu-
cible. Let ‚
j
be the splitting field of H
j
. Then ‚ is the compositum of
‚
1
,2, ‚r .
For j"1,2, r, the inertia group I (P/pj) is a subgroup of I(P/Ph) of index
e
j
and the corresponding inertia field „(P/p
j
) is „(x
j
), where „"„(P/Ph)
and x
j
is a root of H
j
. Corresponding to (4.6) we have
d
L@k(x)
"+
h|kª
r(h)
+
j/1
d (P/p
j
), (4.15)
where d(P/p
j
)"d (‚/„(P/p
j
)).
The key to the proof of (4.11) is to show a connection between d
L@k(v)
and
d
k(x)@k(v)
and exploit the fact that the latter can be evaluated precisely by means
of the Hurwitz genus formula (cf. (4.12)) because k(x) is a genus 0 extension
of k (v).
LEMMA 4.5. …ith m"[k (x) : k(v)], we have
d
k(x)@k(v)
"2(m!1).
Note that we can write
d
k(x)@k(v)
"+
h|kª
r(h)
+
j/1
d (p
j
/Ph), (4.16)
where d (p
j
/Ph)"d(„ (Pj/pj), „ (P/Ph)) with P a place of ‚ above Ph such that
PWk(x)"p
j
.
In fact, we can obtain expressions for all these differents by introducing the
higher ramification groups (see [19, III.8] ) which are subgroups of the inertia
groups I (P/Ph). As in (4.6), let P be a place of ‚ above Ph , a place of k(v). The
tower of fields (4.6) can be extended. There is a sequence of fields
S
i
"S
i
(P/Ph), i50, with
S
0
"„-S
1
"S-S
2
-2-‚
and corresponding Galois groups I
i
"I
i
(P/Ph)" Gal(‚/Si), i50. In this
notation the inertia group is I
0
and the groups I
i
, i51, are the higher
ramification groups. These sequences are actually finite since Sl"‚ or
Il"MidN) for some l50. As P ranges over the places above Ph we obtain
conjugate groups I
i
(P/Ph). Moreover, [19, III.8.6] for each i51, Ii`1 is
a normal subgroup of I
i
and I
i
/I
i`1
is an elementary abelian p-group of
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expression for d (P/Ph) in (4.14) and thus for d(P/pj) in (4.15).
LEMMA 4.6. For any place P of ‚ lying over the place Ph of k(v) and the
place p of k (x), we have
d (P/Ph)"
=
+
i/0
(DI
i
(P/Ph)D!1), (4.17)
d(P/p)" =+
i/0
(DI
i
(P/p)D!1), (4.18)
where D”D denotes the cardinality of a set (group) ”.
Note that in (4.17), by conjugacy, DI
i
(P/Ph)D depends only on h and so may
be denoted DI
i
(h)D. Exploiting Lemma 4.6, we derive a most convenient
formula for d
k(x)@k(v)
, (which is stated, for example, in [15, p. 433]). We use
o
m
(I
i
(P/Ph)), for example, to denote the number of orbits of the group
(I
i
(P/Ph)) as a permutation group of degree m, i.e., on the roots of Fy . By
conjugacy, this too depends only on h and may be abbreviated to o
m
(I
i
(h)).
LEMMA 4.7. …e have
d
k(x)@k(v)
"+
h|kª
=
+
i/0
DI
i
(h)D
DI
0
(h)D
(m!o
m
(I
i
(h))).
Proof. For h3kK , let p
j
(14j4r (h)) be a typical place of k(x) above the
place Ph of k (v) and P be a place of ‚ above pj. Then Lemma 4.4 with
E
1
"„(P/Ph), E2"„(P/pj), E3"‚ yields
d (P/Ph)"d (P/pj)#
e
e
j
d (p/Ph),
where e"e(h)"DI
0
(h)D (as in Lemma 4.3). Hence
DI
0
(h) Dd (p
j
/Ph)"ej (d(P/Ph)!d (P/pj))
" =+
i/0
e
j
(DI
i
(P/Ph)D!DIi (P/pj)) (by Lemma 4.6)
" =+
i/0
DI
i
(h)DAej!
DI
i
(P/p
j
)De
j
DI
i
(P/Ph)D B. (4.19)
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j
"PW‚
j
, where ‚
j
is the splitting field of the polynomial H
j
(defined in (4.9)) over „. Then
DI
i
(P/p
j
)D
DI
i
(P/Ph)D
"DIi (Pj/pj)D
DI
i
(P
j
/Ph)D
. (4.20)
Indeed, I
i
(P
j
/Ph)"Gal(‚j/‚jWSi(P/Ph)), a permutation group of degree ej
(acting on the roots of H
j
), and I
i
(P
j
/p
j
) is the subgroup stabilising a root x
j
of
H
j
. By an elementary result in permutation group theory [21, Theorem 13.2],
the ratio (4.20) is 1/c
j
, where c
j
is the length of the orbit (under I
i
(P
j
/Ph))
containing x
j
. By the transitivity of this group, e
j
/c
j
"o
e
j
(I
i
(P
j
/Ph)). We
conclude that (4.19) may be written
d(p
j
/Ph)
=
+
i/0
DI
i
(h)D
DI
0
(h)D
(e
j
!o
e
j
(I
i
(P
j
/Ph))).
It follows that
r(h)
+
j/1
d (p
j
/Ph)"
=
+
i/0
DI
i
(h)D
DI
0
(h)D
(m!o
m
(I
i
(P/Ph)), (4.21)
since m"e
1
#2#e
r(h) (by definition) and evidently
o
m
(Gal(F
v
, S
i
))" r(h)+
j/1
o
e
j
(Gal(H
j
, S
i
W‚
j
)).
The result now follows immediately from (4.16) and (4.21).
We may now complete the proof of (4.13). By (4.14), Lemma 4.3, and (4.17)
we have
d"d
L@k(v)
"N+
h|kK
1
DI
0
(h)D
=
+
i/0
(DI
i
(h)D!1)
"N
2
+
h|kK
2
DI
0
(h)D
=
+
i/0
(DI
i
(h)D!1). (4.22)
The result then derives immediately from (4.2) and Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7 by
applying the following simple result with ”"I
i
(P/Ph) for any place of‚ above Ph and each i50.
LEMMA 4.8. ‚et ” be a permutation group of degree m. „hen
2(D”D!1)4D”D(m!o
m
(”)).
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Then, clearly, o
m
(”)4m!1. Indeed, if o
m
(”)"m!1, then evidently ” is
generated by a transposition and so D”D"2 and the result holds (with
equality). Finally, if o
m
(”)4m!2 then the right side is at least 2D”D and the
inequality is satisfied.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. A slight modification yields the
following variant useful for Theorem 1.7.
LEMMA 4.9. Suppose that f
0
is a monic polynomial of degree m"n#2
(53) with f
0
(0)O0 and f
1
(X)"Xn, p P n. „hen the genus g of ‚/K satisfies
2g41
2 An!
1
n BN#2, (4.23)
where N"[‚M : kM (v)].
Proof. It suffices to make an adjustment to the proof of Lemma 4.1 based
on the more precise information on ramification at R. As with Lemma 4.2 we
need to show that
d
L@k(v)
41
2 An#4!
1
n BN. (4.24)
Suppose n is odd. Then e
=
"2n (even if p"2), r (R)"2 and DI
0
(R)D"
e
=
"2n. The adjustment comprises using this figure in (4.22) for h"R
and i"0 rather than the bound of Lemma 4.8. The discrepancy is
(N/2)(n!2#1/n), thus yielding (4.24) instead of (4.13).
Suppose n is even. Then p is odd, e
=
"DI
0
(R)D"n, and r(R)"2. In this
case the discrepancy is (N/2)(n!2#2/n) and certainly (4.24) holds.
5. POLYNOMIALS WITH DISTINCT LINEAR FACTORS
We consider some implications of Section 4 for the number of specialisa-
tions Fa with a in k itself such that Fa (X) splits completely into distinct linear
factors over k. (Here F
v
"f
0
#vf
1
as before.)
LEMMA 5.1. ‚et f
0
, f
1
be monic relatively prime polynomials in k[X] satisfy-
ing (3.2) and suppose that GM (F
v
)"S
m
. ‚et M be the number of a in k such that
Fa splits completely into distinct linear factors over k. „hen
m!M5q![(m!3)m!#2]q1@2!m )m!, (5.1)
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if m"n#2 and f
1
(X)"Xn (pP n), then
m!M5q!C
1
2 An!
1
n B(n#2)!#2Dq1@2!m )m!, (5.2)
so that M is positive whenever q’B* (n) (defined by (1.7)).
Proof. We concentrate on establishing (5.1) under the stated conditions.
Since GM "S
m
, then certainly G, the Galois group over k(v), is S
m
and so
[‚ : k (v)]"m!. Moreover, k is algebraically closed in ‚.
Suppose a3k is such that Fa is a product of m distinct linear factors in
k[X]. In notation analogous to that of Section 3 (where we had kM instead of
k), the first degree prime divisor Pa (associated with the (v!a)-adic valuation
of k(v)) splits into a product p
1
2p
m
of distinct first degree prime divisors of
k(x)); in particular Pa is unramified. Moreover, Fv factorises completely into
distinct linear factors over the completion ka(v) (by Hensel’s lemma) and so
the decomposition group of any prime P of ‚ lying over Pa is trivial. Hence
Pa splits as a product of m! distinct (unramified) prime divisors of ‚. Sum-
marising, there are Mm! first degree primes of ‚ that lie over
such Pa .
On the other hand, by Weil’s theorem [20] (for which it is essential that k is
algebraically closed in ‚), the total number of first degree prime divisors of ‚,
including those that are ramified or ‘‘infinite’’ (i.e., lie over P
=
) is at least
q!2gq1@2, where g is the genus of ‚ (and so of ‚M over kM ).
Now, to a first degree ramified prime Pa of k (v) corresponds one of kM (v) (but
not necessarily conversely) and the number of the latter is at most the number
of non-zero terms in the sum on the right side of (4.16) and therefore does not
exceed 2(m!1) by Lemma 4.5. Since the ramification index of any prime
divisor P of ‚ lying over a ramified first degree prime divisor of k (v) is at least
2, the number of first degree prime divisors of ‚ lying over a ramified Pa does
not exceed m!/2. Hence the total number of ramified first degree prime
divisors of ‚ is at most (m!1) m! Also, trivially, there are at most m! infinite
first degree primes of ‚. Thus (5.1) follows from (4.11). Similarly, (5.2) follows
from (4.23). If follows that M is positive as indicated, the smaller values of
m causing the need for the split definition (1.5).
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6
Suppose that f is a monic polynomial over k of degree n (52) (with fOf K 2 if
p"2) and a"g(m)3A] (as in Section 1), where g is a monic polynomial of
degree m"n#2 over k, relatively prime to f. Set f
0
(X)"g (X)#uXf (X)
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1
"f. Then f
0
and f
1
are co-prime. Moreover, if p’2, then
( f
0
/f
1
) (X) N k (Xp) (since p Pm!n"2) and the same holds for p"2 by our
assumption on f. We use some of the notions of the formal derivatives of
rational functions (easy to work out) as in [5] (but not the results of [5]). At
one point we mention Hasse derivatives for which a recent reference is [14].
For example, from the above (g/f )@ and ( f
0
/f )@ are not identically 0.
We shall show that:
(A) for all but at most 22n values of u in k, f
0
/f
1
is indecomposable over
k (indeed over kM );
(B) for all but at most n#2 values of u in k, there exists b3kM such that
Fb (X) is not square-free, i.e., Pb is a ramified (finite) prime divisor of kM (v);
(C) for all but at most 2n values of u in k, the multiplicity of every (linear)
factor of Fb(X), for every b in kM , is at most 2;
(D) (provided condition (R) holds if p"2) for all but at most 8n(2n#1)
values of u in kM , for every b in kM , Fb (X) has at most one linear factor with
multiplicity exceeding 1.
Granted (A)—(D), we may deduce Theorem 1.6 as follows. Suppose
q5B (n). Then, easily, there is a u3k such that none of the exceptions
described within these statements occurs. For such a u, f
0
/f
1
is indecompos-
able (by (A)) and every non-square-free Fb (X) (b3kM ) is simple by (C) and (D).
Hence, by (B), (a) of Lemma 3.1 holds and therefore, by that lemma,
GM "S
n`2
. The result follows from Lemma 5.1. Similar reasoning yields that
q5B (n) suffices in the special case in which f (X)"Xn (pP n).
We remark that (B)—(D) imply that all ramification is fairly tame. For our
purposes it would suffice that the particular element b whose existence is
guaranteed by (B) also has the properties described in (C) and (D).
Proof of (A). Suppose that, for a certain u in k, there are rational functions
Q, R in kM (X) (neither of which are linear fractional transformations) such that
g (X)#uXf (X)
f (X)
"Q(R). (6.1)
Write Q"Q
1
/Q
2
, R"R
1
/R
2
, where Q
1
, Q
2
, R
1
, R
2
are polynomials with
(Q
1
, Q
2
)"(R
1
, R
2
)"1. Put degQ
i
"u
i
, degR
i
"o
i
, i"1, 2. Since deg f
0"n#2’deg f
1
"n, we can arrange that u
1
’u
2
, o
1
’o
2
(u
1
’1,
o
1
’1). Further, since f, g are monic we can also take Q
1
, Q
2
, R
1
, R
2
to be
monic. Finally, by adjusting Q, we can replace R(X) by R(X)!c (c3kM ), if
necessary.
Since ( f, g)"1 we have, by the above conventions and (6.1), that
f
0
(X)"g(X)#uXf (X)"RuÇ2 Q1(R1/R2), (6.2)
f
1
(X)"f (X)"RuÇ~uÈ2 MRuÈ2 Q2(R1/R2)N, (6.3)
338 STEPHEN D. COHENthe expression in braces in (6.3) being a polynomial, P. In particular, either
R
2
"1 or R
2
is a factor of f co-prime to P. Equating degrees on either side of
(6.2) and (6.3), we obtain
u
1
o
1
"n#2, u
2
o
1
#(u
1
!u
2
)o
2
"n, (6.4)
from which it follows that
(u
1
!u
2
) (o
1
!o
2
)"2. (6.5)
If R
2
"1, then o
2
"0 and o
1
’1. It follows from (6.5) that o
1
"2 and
u
1
!u
2
"1. On the other hand, if R
2
is non-constant, u
1
!u
2
O2 in (6.3)
since (R
2
, P)"1 and f has no factors of even multiplicity. Hence by (6.5),
again u
1
!u
2
"1 and o
1
"o
2
#2. In particular u
2
O0 (i.e., Q
2
is non-
constant). Accordingly we can replace R(X) by R(X)!c, where Q
2
(c)"0,
and consequently assume that Q
2
(0)"0. When this is done, it follows from
(6.3) that R
1
is a factor of P and so of f. We deduce that both R
1
and R
2
are
factors of f (possibly with R
2
"1). Since the total number of distinct poly-
nomial divisors of f is at most 2n (the maximal value being attained when f is
square-free), the total number of rational functions R such that (6.3) holds for
some u3k is certainly less than 22n. (This number could easily be reduced but
it does not matter.) Moreover, for a given R, suppose that (6.1) holds for two
different values u
1
, u
2
3k and (clearly different) rational functions Q. Sub-
tracting the two equations of that form we see that
(u
1
!u
2
) X"Q
3
(R)
for some rational function Q
3
, which is impossible.
Summarising, we can say that the possibility that f
0
/f
1
decomposes non-
trivially affects at most 22n values of u. This gives (A).
Proof of (B). Write f
1
(X)"f K p (X) f
2
(X), where f K p(X) (3k(Xp)) is the wild
part, comprising factors of multiplicity divisible by p, and f
2
is the tame part.
By assumption, if p"2, then f
2
is non-constant.
Suppose that, for a specific u3k, fb(X) is square-free for all b3kM . Then the
polynomial equations
Fb(X)"g (X)#uXf (X)#bf (X)"0
F@b(X)"g@(X)#u( f (X)#Xf K p(X) f @2(X))#bf K p(X) f @2(X)"0 (6.6)
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easily that this means that the numerator of
R(X)"f2(X) g@(X)!f @2(X) g (X)
f K p(X) f 2
2
(X)
#u (6.7)
can be zero (in kM ) only at roots of f (i.e., of f K or f
2
). Hence
R(X)"cD(X)E (X)
f K p(X) f 2
2
(X)
, (6.8)
where c (O0)3kM and D and E are co-prime monic polynomials such that all
the roots of D are roots of f K and all the roots of E are roots of f
2
. Now,
evidently, E"( f
2
, f @
2
), a factor of f
2
(and so of f 2
2
).
Suppose that D(c)"f K (c)"0 (c3kM ). We estimate the multiplicity of X!c
as a factor of D. Let h"f
2
g@!f @
2
g and …c denote the (X!c)-adic valuation
of kM (X). If …c(h)’p…c( f K ), exclude u"0 as one of the possible exceptions to
(B). Next, if …c(h)"p…c( f K )"l, say, then we may cancel (X!c)l from the
rational functions displayed in (6.7) and in (6.8) and hence the value of u is
determined uniquely by setting X"c in these expressions. Since there are at
most 2n/p values of c (roots of f K ), excluding these values of u from further
consideration means at most 2n/p4n more exceptions to (B). If …c(h)(p…c( f K ), then …c(D)"…c(h). Summarising the above, we have that, for
u not a member of an excluded set of size at most n#1, D"(h, f K p), a fixed
non-zero polynomial; we have already seen that E in (6.8) is also fixed.
Suppose that for these fixed polynomials D and E, (6.7) and (6.8) hold for
distinct values u
1
and u
2
in kM with corresponding constants c"c
1
and c
2
(in
kM ) on the right side of (6.8). Evidently, c
1
Oc
2
(since u
1
Ou
2
). Moreover,
(c
2
!c
1
) h (X)#(c
2
u
1
!c
1
u
2
) f K p(X) f 2
2
(X)"0, (6.9)
identically, where f K p (X)h (X)"2X2n`1#2, so that, if p’2, then
deg h,2n#1(mod p). On the other hand, deg ( f K pf 2
2
),2n (mod p), since
deg ( f K pf
2
)"n. Thus (6.9) is impossible if p’2. So suppose p"2. Then (6.7)
and (6.8) imply
(u
1
#u
2
) f K 2f 2
2
"(c
1
#c
2
)DE,
where E divides f
2
, yet E and f K are co-prime. We deduce that E"f
2
"1 and so
f"f K 2, contrary to assumption.
Proof of (C). (The origins of this proof and that of (D) are drawn from that
of Lemma 7 of [5].) We suppose that Fb(X) (b3kM ) has a factor X!c,c3kM , of
340 STEPHEN D. COHENmultiplicity l53. Set r"g/f so that r(X)#uX#b"0 has a zero X"c of
multiplicity l (and f (c)O0).
Assume p’2. Then, routinely, we have that X"c also satisfies the
equations (with formal derivatives)
r@(X)#u"r@@(X)"0. (6.10)
Now, if r@@ is identically zero, then, easily, it follows that
r(X)"(g/f ) (X)"C
1
(Xp)X#C
2
(Xp), (6.11)
where C
1
,C
2
3kM (X). From (6.11),
deg g"n#2,deg f#d (mod4), d"0 or 1, deg f"n,
a contradiction. Since the numerator of r@@ has degree at most 2n, there are at
most 2n values of c satisfying (6.10), each yielding a unique value of u that we
can except.
So assume p"2. Then the above analysis can be modified using the Hasse
(or Hasse—Teichmu¨ller) (first and second) derivatives. See [14] (except that we
have rational functions in k (X) which are to be expanded in powers of
X rather than X~1 as considered in [14]). It is based on the definition that
if H(X)"Xl, then H@(X)"lXl~1 (as usual), but H@@(X)"1
2
l(l!1)Xl~2. Then,
easily, if (X#c)3 divides a polynomial H(X), then H(c)"H@(c)"H@@(c)"0.
Moreover, as can be verified directly, or by using [14], Lemma 1, and Theorem
1, for non-zero polynomials H
1
, H
2
,
(H
1
H
2
)@@"H@@
1
H
2
#H@
1
H@
2
#H
1
H@@
2
(6.12)
and
(H
1
/H
2
)@@"(H2
2
H@@
1
#H@
2
(H
2
H@
1
#H
1
H@
2
)#H
1
H
2
H@@
2
)/H3
2
. (6.13)
Further, if H(X)"Xd, then H@@(X)"0 if d,0 or 1(mod4) but not if d,2 or
3(mod4) and indeed, for any rational function H, H@@ is identically 0 if and only if
H(X)"C
1
(X4)X#C
2
(X4), (6.14)
where C
1
, C
2
3kM (X).
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have that X"c satisfies simultaneously
g(X)#uXf (X)#bf (X)"0
g@(X)#u(Xf (X))@#bf @(X)"0
g@@(X)#u(Xf (X))@@#bf @@(X)"0, (6.15)
where we are now considering Hasse—Teichmu¨ller derivatives; in particular,
(Xf (X))@@"Xf @@(X)#f @(X), by (6.12).
Eliminating u and b from (6.15) and using (6.13), not surprisingly, we obtain
(g/f )@(X)"u, and c satisfies
(g/f )@@(X)"0, (6.16)
the analogue of (6.10). Now, by (6.13), (g/f )@@ identically zero implies
g(X)"(C
1
(X4)X#C
2
(X4)) f (X)
and so
n#2,n#d(mod4), d"0 or 1,
again a contradiction. Thus (6.16) cannot be an identity and so, by the same
argument as for p’2, at most 2n values of c and so of u arise which are possible
exclusions to (C).
Proof of (D). Suppose that Fb(X) (b3kM ) has distinct factors X!c1,
X!c
2
(c
1
Oc
2
), of multiplicities l
1
(52) and l
2
(52), respectively. Then
(X, ‰)"(c
1
, c
2
) is a solution of the system
r(X)!r(‰)#u(X!‰)"r@(X)#u"r@(‰)#u"0 (6.17)
(with (X!‰) f (X) f (‰)O0), where r"g/f.
For any rational functions H
1
("H
1
/H
2
, with H
1
, H
2
polynomials) denote
(as in [5]), the expression (H
1
(X)H
2
(‰)!H
1
(‰)H
2
(X))/(X!‰) by B
H
(X, ‰).
Then (6.17) implies that (c
1
, c
2
) satisfies
B
r@
(X, ‰)"B
s
(X, ‰)"0, (6.18)
where s(X)"Xr@(X)!r(X), and that the corresponding value of u is
uniquely determined (as !r@(c
1
), say).
342 STEPHEN D. COHENAlthough the arguments when p"2 and when p’2 are broadly similar it is
again convenient to distinguish the two cases. So suppose p’2. Since (6.11) is
impossible then r@(X)NkM (Xp). Moreover, if s(X)3kM (Xp), then
r@(X)
X
!r(X)
X2
"C1(Xp)
X2
,
say, and so
r(X)
X
"!C1(Xp)
X
#C
2
(Xp),
which again yields an expression of the form (6.11) for r and we know this is
impossible. With (6.18) in view, we deduce from Lemma 3 of [5] (or [11]) that
B
r@
and B
s
have a non-trivial common factor only if there is a rational function
R (neither a linear fractional function nor in kM (Xp)) and rational functions h, /
such that
r@"h(R), s"Xr@!r"/(R), (6.19)
identically. This would imply that Xh(R)!r"/(R), which, on differentiating
and comparing with (6.19), yields
Xh@(R)R@"/@(R)R@.
Since R@ is not the zero function (because RNkM (Xp)), it would follow that X is
a rational function of R, a clear contradiction. We may therefore apply Bezout’s
theorem (see [13, p. 112]) to (6.18) to bound the number of solution pairs to the
system by 4n(4n#2) (because the numerators of r@ and s have total degree 4n
and 4n#2, respectively). Thus (D) holds for p odd with at most 8n(2n#1)
exceptional values of u as claimed.
Suppose finally that p"2 and that condition (R) holds. (If actually f is tame,
then (D) is redundant when p"2 because we can use (b) of Lemma 3.1 instead to
establish that G"S
n`2
for Theorem 1.6 and (c) suffices to demonstrate the
‘‘fairly tameness’’ of all Fb(X), b3kM .) Write r(X)"r0(X2)# Xr1(X2). From
(6.17), r
1
(X2)"r
1
(‰2)"u and
r
0
(X2)#r
0
(‰2)#Xr
1
(X2)#‰r
1
(‰2)"u(X#‰),
from which it follows that r
0
(X2)#r
0
(‰2)"0. Further, put r*
0
, r*
1
for the
rational functions that satisfy r
0
"(r*
0
)2d, r
1
"(r*
1
)2e with d, e (50) maximal.
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1
, c
2
) satisfy
B
rÒ
* (X, ‰)"B
rÇ
*(X, ‰)"0,
where, by definition, r*
0
, r*
1
Nk(X2). As before, B
rÒ
* and B
rÇ
* have a non-trivial
common factor only if r*
0
and r*
1
(and, consequently, r
0
and r
1
) are each functions
of the same rational (but not linear fractional) function RNkM (X2). Hence
g/f"r"h(R)#X/(R),
where h and / are squares (i.e., members of kM (X2). Indeed, we may suppose that
R"R
1
/R
2
, where R
1
and R
2
are co-prime polynomials with o
1
"
degR
1
’o
2
"degR
2
and o
1
52 and that
RuÇ~u2 MRu2Q(R)Ng"MRuÇ2 (Q1(R)#XQ2(R)N f, (6.20)
where Q, Q
1
and Q
2
are polynomials in kM (X2) of (even) degrees u, u
1
, u
2
,
respectively, and the highest common factor (Q, Q
1
, Q
2
)"1. Now, as at (6.5), one
of (u
1
!u) (o
1
!o
2
) and (u
2
!u) (o
1
!o
2
)#1 must be 2 (and the other
smaller). The eveness of the u’s guarantees that, in fact, (u
1
!u) (o
1
!o
2
)"2
and that u
1
’u
2
. Thus u
1
"u#2, o
1
"o
2
#1. Moreover,
g/f"P/R2
2
H,
where P"RuÇ2 MQ(R)#XQ2(R)N, H"Ru2Q(R). Unfortunately, it is possible for
P and H not to be co-prime even though f, g are. Set h"(P, H). Then, from
P@"RuÇ2 Q2(R) and the fact that (Q, Q1, Q2)"1, h is square-free and, easily, its
roots yield distinct values of R. Further, we must have f"R2
2
H/h and we have
expressly excluded polynomials of this type by condition (R). We may therefore
complete the proof of (D) by Bezout’s theorem as for odd p.
For an explicit example of the above phenomenon take n"7,
f (X)"X2(X#1)3, g(X)"X7#X6#X3#X#1. Then
(g/f ) (X)"Q1(R(X))#X
Q(R(X))
,
where Q
1
(X)"(X2#X#1)2, Q(X)"X2, R(X)"(X2#1) /X. We comment
also that if f does not satisfy condition (R), then f"f K f *, where f * is tame,
deg f *(n/3 and f and f K have at most one common root (as appears in the
above illustration).
344 STEPHEN D. COHEN7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7
Except at the end, we suppose f (X)"X2f *(X), as in the second case of the
theorem. Let a3A]. Then, as we saw in Section 2, a"g(m) for some unique
monic polynomial g of degree n over k relatively prime to f. Replacing g by
g(X)#Xf (X) we can assume that g is instead a monic polynomial of degree
n#1 with ( f, g)"1. As in (3.1) it suffices to show therefore that for an arbitrary
monic polynomial g of degree n#1 there exists v3k and distinct
a
1
,2, an`13k such that
g(X)#vf (X)"n`1<
i/1
(X#a
i
).
The particular form of f we have chosen ensures that, by Lemma 3.1(a),
Gal(F, kM (v)) (v an indeterminate) contains a transposition. Indeed, if we knew that
g/f were indecomposable over k we could deduce Theorem 1.7 from (5.1) of
Lemma 5.1. Thus, it suffices to establish a final lemma establishing indecomposa-
bility over k (rather than kM ).
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose that n54 and that f, g are relatively prime monic
polynomials in k [X] of degrees n, n#1 respectively with f (X)"X2f *(X), where
f * is irreducible of degree n!2. „hen g/f is indecomposable over k.
Proof. With notation similar to that of (6.1) suppose g/f"Q(R), where
Q"Q
1
/Q
2
, R"R
1
/R
2
are rational functions over k, Q
1
, Q
2
, R
1
, R
2
are monic
polynomials with degQ
i
"u
i
, degR
i
"o
i
, i"1, 2, where u
1
’u
2
,
o
1
’o
2
, u
1
’1, o
1
’1. Analogously to (6.2) and (6.3) we have
g(X)"RuÇ2 Q1(R1/R2), (7.1)
f (X)"RuÇ~uÈ2 MRuÈ2 Q2(R1/R2)N, (7.2)
the expression P in braces in (7.2) being a polynomial co-prime to R
2
.
Comparing degrees on either side of (7.1) and (7.2) yields
u
1
o
1
"n#1, u
2
o
1
#(u
1
!u
2
)o
2
"n: (7.3)
hence
(u
1
!u
2
) (o
1
!o
2
)"1,
from which it follows that
u
1
!u
2
"o
1
!o
2
"1. (7.4)
POLYNOMIAL FACTORISATION 345We deduce from (7.4) that Q
2
O1 (otherwise u
2
"0, u
1
"1, which is not so).
Similarly, we deduce from (7.4) that R
2
O1 (otherwise o
2
"0, o
1
"1) and hence,
by (7.2), R
2
is a proper factor of f. Since o
1
’o
2
and R
2
PP it follows from the
assumed shape of f that n’4 and
R
2
(X)"X2, P(X)"f *(X);
in particular u
2
51, o
2
"2, o
1
"3. Since, by (7.3), o
1
Dn#1, this implies
n,2(mod3) which was excluded in the hypothesis.
Finally, suppose f is, instead, a product of distinct linear factors over k (as in
the first case of theorem). We use Lemma 3.4(b) to guarantee that G"GM . Then
a version of Lemma 5.1 applies using the bound (4.11) for the genus. Clearly, the
largest bound occurs when G"GM "S
n`1
and so the previous working yields
the result. This completes the proof.
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